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Abstract:
To facilitate functional part production in metal binder jetting additive manufacturing, the
relationship between materials, process and sintering needs to be understood. This work relates
sintering theory with process outcomes. For this, commercially pure titanium was deployed to
study the effect of powder size distributions on green and sintered part qualities (bulk density,

T

relative density, particle size, pore size, sinter neck size). The powders were uni- and bi-modal

IP

blends of 0-45 µm, 45-106 µm, and 106-150 µm. Computed tomography analysis was used to
evaluate non-densifying (1000 °C) and densifying (1400°C) sintering regimes. For green parts,

CR

the relative density and powder size distribution along the build direction followed a periodic
fluctuation equivalent to the 150 µm layer thickness. The relative density fluctuation range was

US

higher (±20 %) for bi-modal blends with 0-45 µm, compared to all other blends (±8 %) due to
powder segregation. For non-densifying sintering, parts with 0-45 µm blends displayed both

AN

densifying and non-densifying behavior. For densifying sintering, powders containing 0-45 µm
blends surpassed the 70% density threshold expected for this sintering regime. Overall, the finer

M

particles improved bulk density of sintered parts, at the expense of higher levels of shrinkage and

ED

density anisotropy along the build direction.
Key words:

PT

Additive manufacturing; binder jetting; computed tomography; commercially pure titanium
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Additive manufacturing (AM) has recently seen a significant amount growth in both its use
and capabilities, with an increased adoption in industrial, commercial and consumer markets [1].
There are a few major benefits to this layer-by-layer manufacturing approach. The first is that
there is little to no material waste since, apart from support structures, the only material
consumed during the build process is that which actually makes up the part. In theory, this
should reduce the raw material costs of the part. This may not always hold true, since materials
for AM systems can be significantly more expensive than those used in traditional processes
[2,3]. Another recognized benefit is that there is no specific tooling required to fabricate parts,
thus the lead time to production can be shortened. Another benefit of AM is the ability to create
2
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exceptionally complex parts that could not be made using traditional means. Design freedom also
enables consolidation of assemblies into fewer parts.
One of the major categories of AM is binder jet AM (BJAM). BJAM, also referred to as 3D
printing and powder-bed binder-jet (PBBJ) AM, was developed at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in the late 1980’s and early 1990's and patented in 1993 [4]. In BJAM, the layer

T

slices from the CAD file are converted into images, which are printed onto a powder bed with a

IP

liquid-state binder using a print head. This binder consolidates the powder within and between

CR

layers. Once the printing is completed, the part can be used as-is, cured, infiltrated or sintered.
The benefit BJAM has over other AM processes is that the fabrication system can be deployed
for manufacturing metallic [5–18], ceramic [19–26] and polymer [27,24,19] parts. In addition,

US

BJAM systems typically cost significantly less than other metal AM systems and have lower
operating costs [28], lowering the barrier to adoption of the process. For other metal AM

AN

processes such as laser powder bed fusion (PBF), the systems have restrictive build sizes and can

M

take significantly longer than BJAM to make parts of any appreciable size [24].
AM processes have migrated towards producing functional components. For metal AM,

ED

this shift to functional part production has been facilitated by a greater understanding of the
materials and processes involved and how they affect the qualities of the final parts. BJAM has

PT

seen considerably less research and development compared to other metal AM processes,
specifically in terms of expanding the range of deployable materials, development of process

CE

predictive models, and optimization of process parameters. This lack of development may be
attributed to the inherent porosity present in BJAM parts. While porosity is highly desirable in

AC

many applications such as medical [29,30], dental [31,32], light-weighting [24], filtering [33]
and many others, it is detrimental in many industrial applications. Porosity needs to be controlled
to ensure part properties are optimal for the desired application. Without a means to control
porosity or predict final part properties, BJAM will continue to see lower levels of industrial
adoption for production of metallic functional components. Though not as prevalent in its use,
many different metallic or metallic-based materials have been used in BJAM to directly fabricate
parts. One of the more prevalent materials are stainless steels, mainly 316L [5–8] and 420 [9].
Work has also been reported on producing parts with materials as diverse as magnetic materials
[34,13,14], titanium [15,16], copper [17], Inconel 625 [10–12], and cobalt-chrome [18].
3
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The motivation behind this work is the desire to see a more widespread industrial adoption
of BJAM, with a direct application in fabrication of biomedical titanium bone and dental
augmentation segments. The inherent porosity seen in BJAM parts can be greatly beneficial for
many medical applications. Many medical implants [29,30] and dental restorations [32,35]
require bio-mimetic porous architectures and patient-specific design strategies. Currently these
parts are difficult or expensive to manufacture. PBBJ presents a commercially viable opportunity

T

to address the limitations in this space. Being able to predict final part properties is critical to

IP

manufacture such parts with a high degree of repeatability and accuracy, as well as to enable fast

CR

adoption of BJAM technologies in this field. Commercially pure (CP) titanium was chosen as the
material of interest in this study because it is bio-compatible and certified for both orthopedic

US

and dental parts, furthermore the material is also used for high value components in other areas
of application, and lastly, this work advances the existing research on BJAM of titanium [15,16].

AN

The focus of this work is to study the effects of different powder types (sizes and
distributions) on the green and sintered part densities, and to further the understanding of the

M

driving mechanisms behind the development of the sinter structure. Understanding how different
powders and sintering strategies affect density, and subsequent part properties, is crucial to tailor

ED

parts to specific applications. To this effect, density measurements through computed
tomography (CT) are used to evaluate the effects of the different powder types on both bulk and

PT

localized density under two sintering regimes, non-densifying and densifying. The interpretation

1.1

CE

of results is dependent on the understanding of sintering theory, which is described below.
Stages of Sintering

AC

The BJAM process produces a component held together with binder, typically referred to
as a green part. To achieve titanium components with suitable mechanical properties, the green
part must be sintered. The sintering process connects the titanium particles with metallic bonds
through a diffusion process, giving strength and changing the density of the final part. Final part
density is closely linked to static and dynamic mechanical properties. Sintering is fundamentally
based on the reduction of surface energy of the system. There are three stages of sintering, initial,
intermediate and final (Figure 1), each producing parts with distinct morphologies.

4
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Figure 1: Schematic showing the general sintering process for a powder system: un-sintered (loose
powder), initial stage, intermediate stage and final stage; adopted from [36]

The initial stage of sintering occurs at lower temperatures and is dominated by surface

M

diffusion [37]. At the start of the initial stage, there are no sinter necks present and the part will
be at its green density. For titanium parts made by BJAM, green density is typically in the range

ED

of 50%-60% dense or higher, depending on the process parameters and powder size distribution
chosen. During the initial stage, material migrates on the surface of the particles to contact

PT

points, creating sinter necks [37], as shown in Figure 1. There is little dimensional change in
parts during the initial stage with linear shrinkage being around 3% [36]. The part moves past the

CE

initial sinter stage once the sinter necks are approximately 1/3 the diameter of the particles [36].

AC

This usually occurs when the part is approximately 60% to 70% of its theoretical density [38,39].
After the initial stage, the parts enter the intermediate sinter stage. The intermediate stage
occurs at higher temperatures, with the specific temperature being determined by the material
and particle size. The mechanisms present in this stage are dominated by volumetric diffusion.
During the intermediate stage, a significant amount of densification occurs. The part will go from
being 70% to approximately 92% of its theoretical density [38,40]. During the intermediate stage
the pores of the part are initially smoothened, becoming more tubular, in contrast to the spherical
pores seen in the initial stage [36,38]. Sinter necks grow from approximately 1/3 to 1/2 of the
particle diameter and as densification progresses, the long, tubular pores become closed [37].
5
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Once the pores are closed (sinter necks are 1/2 of the particle diameter and parts 92%
dense), the part has entered the final sinter stage. The final sinter stage takes place in the same
temperature range as the intermediate stage and similar sinter mechanisms are present. During
this stage the enclosed pores are eliminated, if possible, and the part will achieve its maximum
possible density. Since the titanium parts are usually sintered in argon atmosphere with pressure
slightly above atmospheric, 100% density is not possible to achieve [41]. During the final sinter

Thermodynamics of Sintering

CR

1.2

IP

T

stage, the grain structure within the part coarsens significantly as well [37].

The driving force for the sintering process is the reduction in energy of the system. At any

US

interface, titanium atoms are not fully bonded, causing them to be in a higher energy state [36].
The reduction in energy of the system occurs by reducing the number of atoms in a higher

AN

energy state. Sintering continues as long as the total energy in the system is decreased and stops
once that is no longer possible. During the initial stage of sintering, necks form between
adjacent particles. There is a large driving force to generate necks due to the effects of surface

M

curvature, κ [38]. When a surface has curvature there is an uneven distribution of forces on the

ED

atoms causing the surface to be in tension if it is concave and compression if it is convex [36].
As the sinter necks form, the total curvature of the surface is reduced, reducing the system

PT

energy. When a surface is under tension or compression, the surface will respectively have a
higher and lower vacancy concentration [36]. This difference in vacancy concentrations causes a

CE

source-sink relationship, where material from the particles preferentially moves to the necks
[40]. Equation 1 describes the relationship between capillary stress (σ) in a sinter neck as being

AC

proportional to the surface energy of the particles (γ) and the inverse of the particle radii (r1, r2 for particles 1 and 2). With smaller radii, particles will have a higher curvature, and therefore a
higher driving force for sintering. This in turn means that the powder system requires less energy
for sintering to occur. Smaller particles have a significantly higher stress, and therefore driving
force for sintering. While Equation 1 is specific for stress in a sinter neck, many of the driving
forces based on particle geometry are proportional to the inverse of the particle radii and show a
similar trend [36].
1

1

1

𝑟2
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In addition to reducing surface curvature, the formation of necks also reduces the surface
area to volume ratio of the powder system (SA:V), described by Equation 2. The SA:V ratio is
directly proportional to the inverse of the particle radii (r). As the size of the particles increases,

T

the total surface area of the powder system decreases, decreasing the system energy. This

IP

contributes to the lower energy required for sintering of smaller particles as the comparatively

1.3

CR

high surface area to volume ratio gives the system a higher driving force for sintering [42].
Kinematics of Sintering

US

There are three major categories of sintering mechanisms, all of which can be active in
some combination during the sintering process. The relative impact of each mechanism depends

AN

on the material and sintering conditions. The main categories are solid-state, liquid and viscous
sintering. Solid-state sintering occurs with the material in its solid form, and diffusion controlled

M

mechanisms dominate the process. In liquid sintering, some volume of liquid is present, typically
in small amounts, which facilitates the sintering process [43]. Viscous sintering, somewhat

ED

similar in concept to liquid sintering, occurs in amorphous materials where the material can flow,
but is not considered to be a fluid [44]. For this work, liquid and viscous sintering mechanisms

PT

have a negligible effect (if present at all) on the sintering of CP titanium [45] and therefore solid-

CE

state sintering is the focus of the following sections.
The mechanisms that occur in solid-state sintering are predominantly based on atomic
diffusion. Within the category of solid-state sintering, there are two distinct types of sintering

AC

mechanisms that contribute in different ways to the sintering process. The first type is coarsening
or non-densifying sintering. These mechanisms typically occur at lower temperatures and are
comprised of surface effects [46]. The other type is volumetric or densification sintering, which
occurs through mass transfer, grain boundary diffusion, and plastic flow as described below.
These mechanisms occur at higher temperatures and cause shrinkage in parts [46]. Both nondensifying and densifying mechanisms can occur at the same time, and the prevalence of each
one depends on the sintering temperature.
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1.3.1

Non-Densifying Sintering Mechanisms

Non-densifying or coarsening sintering are mechanisms that do not cause the centers of
particles to move closer together. Instead, material is redistributed along the particle surface from
convex to concave areas [46], as shown in Figure 2. Since material is not moved from the core of
the particle, there is no appreciable shrinkage of the part. Rather the structure is smoothed (also

T

referred to as coarsened) to reduce surface curvature and surface area. The main mechanism that

IP

causes this is surface diffusion. Surface diffusion is simply the movement of atoms along the

CR

surface of the particle. This mechanism occurs at the lowest temperatures of any of the
mechanisms, due to the comparatively high energy of particles on the surface [37] and lower
activation energy [47]. The other mechanism that causes coarsening is evaporation and

US

condensation. Through this mechanism, material will evaporate at convex areas and condense at
concave areas due to a higher and lower vapor pressure at those areas respectively [48], allowing

AN

material to be transferred across pores rather than on or through the particles themselves. The
effects of this mechanism are typically considered negligible for most materials since the vapor

M

pressure is low at any realistic sintering temperature [46]. Titanium has a relatively high vapor

AC

CE

PT

ED

pressure compared to other metals, thus effects of evaporation-condensation are likely minimal.

Figure 2: Possible solid-state sintering mechanisms, including non-densifying mechanisms (left) and
densifying mechanisms (right)

1.3.2

Densifying Sintering Mechanisms

In densifying sintering, mass from the particles will move from the core of the particles to
the necks [46]. This movement of mass causes the centers of the particles to move closer
together, as shown in Figure 2, causing shrinkage during the sintering process. The first
8
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mechanism to cause this is the lattice or volumetric diffusion. This occurs in CP titanium as selfdiffusion, where the process is caused by vacancies in the lattice structure. The base number of
vacancies in the lattice is directly proportional to temperature. The mechanism is only active at
higher temperatures (typically above 1100°C) due to the requirement of a large number of
vacancies to provide any meaningful mass flow [46].

T

The other prominent densifying mechanism is grain boundary diffusion. Grain boundary

IP

diffusion occurs at lower temperatures compared to volumetric diffusion since it does not rely on

CR

the creation of vacancies, with atoms being able to take advantage of the space provided by grain
boundary interfaces. Atoms will diffuse from grain boundaries inside the particle to the surface
of the particle. The effect is the same as volumetric diffusion though the mechanism is dependent

US

on the quantity of grain boundaries as well as temperature [38].

AN

The final mechanism that causes densifying sintering is plastic flow, occurring by the
movement of dislocations in the lattice structure. For the mechanism to actually cause densifying

M

sintering, the dislocation must occur at the surface and move inwards to either a grain boundary
or isolated pore [46]. There is some evidence that the surface stresses from surface curvature

ED

generate enough stress to form dislocations, but the total effect of the mechanism is uncertain
[46]. This mechanism can only occur at lower temperatures, since at elevated temperatures the

PT

part is effectively being constantly annealed, preventing dislocations from forming.

CE

For CP titanium, and most metals in general, the only mechanisms that truly cause
densifying shrinkage to any appreciable degree are volumetric and grain boundary diffusion [46].
It is important to note that it is the powder system and geometry that determines where material

2

AC

diffuses to. Material properties and temperature only determine how the material diffuses.

Materials and Methods

2.1
2.1.1

Material System used in Additive Manufacturing of Parts
Titanium Powder Materials

For this work, all titanium powders used were plasma atomized, Grade 1 commercially
pure (CP) titanium (Advanced Powders and Coatings, Canada). Three stock powder size ranges
9
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were purchased for the production of samples. Two size distributions, 0-45 µm (●○○) and 45106 µm (○●○), were used in an unaltered, as-purchased state. The third size distribution, 75-250
µm, was sieved to remove particles larger than 150 µm and less than 106 µm, using 100 and 140
mesh sizes respectively (U.S.A Standard Test Sieve - Brass, Cole-Parmer, USA), to make a 106150 µm (○○●) size distribution. The sieving was carried out on a mechanical sieving system
conforming to ASTM C136 (model D-4325, Dual Manufacturing Co., USA). The five different

T

powder types used to produce samples are listed in Table 1. Two mono-modal powders (Types B

IP

○○● and C ○●○), as well as three bimodal powders (Types A ○●●, D ●○● and E ●●○) were

CR

used in the production of samples. The three bi-modal powder distributions were made by
blending the three mono-modal distributions at equal weight ratios. Weight measurements for

US

making the bi-modal compositions was done using a precision balance (APX-203, Denver
Instruments, USA). The mono-modal 0-45 µm powder was not used for the production of

AN

samples at the time due to powder spreadability concerns.

M

Table 1: Titanium powder size combinations, with powder blends at equal weight ratios. For
instance, Type B ○○● only has 106-150 µm in the blend, while Type A ○●● has a blend of 45-106
µm and 106-150 µm.

PT

ED

Powder Designation Powder Size Composition (µm)
Type A ○●●
45-106/106-150
Type B ○○●
106-150
Type C ○●○
45-106
Type D ●○●
0-45/106-150
Type E ●●○
0-45/45-106

CE

The chemical composition of the three purchased mono-modal powders conforms to
ASTM B348 for a Grade 1 CP titanium powder. The chemical composition titanium powder type

2.1.2

AC

and the relevant testing standard for each element is listed in the associated Data in Brief.
Polyvinyl Alcohol Powder Material

Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) was used as the solid state binder for the production of samples.
The PVA used was a low molecular weight, 86-89 % hydrolyzed polymer (Alfa Aesar, Ward
Hill, MA). The material in its as-purchased condition was in the form of large, irregular particles
that could not be used in the BJAM process. The purchased PVA powder was ground using a
blade grinder and was sieved to be less than 63 µm in size using a 230 standard US mesh brass
sieve (U.S.A Standard Test Sieve - Brass, Cole-Parmer, USA).
10
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2.1.3

Liquid Binder Material

The liquid binder used to print parts was the standard ZB60 liquid binder produced by 3D
Systems (3D Systems, NC, USA). While the exact composition of the material is not provided,
the binder is an aqueous solution (approximately 85%-95% water) with some additional
polymers as binding agents. From previous works done on the printing of titanium powder, this

IP

Powder Material Blend Preparation

CR

2.1.4

T

liquid binder was found to bind well with the CP titanium particles in the green state [15].

The powder used for printing was made by mixing each of the five titanium powder blends
with the PVA powder. The PVA powder was added to make a mixture with a composition of 3

US

wt% PVA, with the weighing done using a precision balance (APX-203, Denver Instruments,
USA). Mixing was carried out using a previously developed process [15] that entailed placing

AN

the titanium and PVA powders in a jar and rotating the mixture on a jar-mill (Labmill 8000,

2.2

Additive Manufacturing of Parts

M

Gardco, USA) at 128 rpm for 4 hours.

ED

All samples were produced using modified 310Plus (Z Corporation - acquired by 3D
Systems, NC, USA). Inserts were made and installed to reduce the effective build bed and feed

PT

bed size of the system to 32x32x50 mm xyz respectively. An illustration of the reduced build bed
configuration is shown in the Data in Brief. The print file consisted of 16 cylinders, each 5 mm

CE

in diameter and 8 mm in height, placed in a 4 by 4 array, at 6.5mm center to center distance.
Printing parameters, shown in Table 2, were identical for all samples to be able to isolate the

AC

effects of different powder types. The effects of printing parameters has already been explored
elsewhere [15,16]. A layer thickness of 150 µm was chosen since that is the smallest layer
thickness that accommodated the largest particle size range. The enclosure temperature was used
from previous works [15], enabling the appropriate rate of evaporation of the liquid binder.
Table 2: BJAM printing parameters used in the ZPrint software for sample production

Parameter
Layer thickness
Shell binder amount
Core binder amount
Enclosure temperature
Drying time (after printing)

11

Value
150µm
100%
200%
40°C
1 hour
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2.3

Sintering Parameters

Two different sintering schedules were used to sinter parts either in the non-densifying or
densifying domain. The specific schedules for non-densifying and densifying sintering are shown
in Figure 3. All sintering was carried out using a high-temperature tube furnace (GSL—1500X50, MTI Corporation, USA), with samples placed uncovered in high purity alumina crucibles

T

(EQ-CA-L100W20H20, MTI Corporation, USA). Binder burnout was carried out in air while

IP

sintering was carried out under a high-purity argon atmosphere. The samples were brought back

CR

down to room temperature after binder burnout to be able to attach the end caps on the tube

ED

M

AN

US

furnace to seal the system for sintering under an argon atmosphere.

PT

Figure 3: Sintering schedule for densifying and non-densifying sintering. Binder burnout was
carried out in air, while sintering was carried out in argon

Hold temperatures for sintering were chosen as 1000 °C and 1400 °C for non-densifying

CE

and densifying sintering respectively. Sintering of titanium only begins in any substantial way
above the alpha-beta transition temperature, approximately 880 °C [45]. The 1000 °C

AC

temperature was chosen to be slightly above that minimum temperature to allow sintering to
occur at a reasonable rate but to ideally only allow non-densifying sintering mechanisms to be
active. The 1400 °C temperature was the highest continuous sintering temperature possible in the
furnace. While limited by the capabilities of the furnace, this temperature (268 °C below
melting) was deemed sufficiently high to perform densifying sintering. A hold time of 10 hours
was chosen to ensure the two types of sintering had proceeded sufficiently enough for analysis.

12
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2.4

Sinter Structure Analysis

An experiential procedure was carried out to understand the sinter structure effects from
densifying and non-densifying sintering. Ten samples were used as part of the analysis, being
evaluated in both a green and sintered state in terms of porosity, sinter neck size, pore size and
particle size using computed tomography (CT). A summary of the parts and their respective

T

sinter schedules is shown in Table 3. The green sample masses were compensated for the

IP

assumed 3wt% of PVA mass to only indicate the expected mass of Ti in the sample. The

CR

differences between the green and sintered mass is negligible for most samples though a number
of the samples show a change in mass after sintering. The difference in mass could be due to
inconsistent powder mixing, meaning the sample did not consist of exactly 3wt% PVA. With

US

more or less PVA in the green sample, the sintered sample would be expected to show a decrease
or increase in mass respectively. In addition, a number of samples showed surface oxidation after

AN

sintering, with powder Types D ●○● and E ●●○ showing the most. The surface oxidation of the
sample would also contribute to minor mass gains after the sintering process.

M

Table 3: Sample summary for sinter structure analysis. The CT samples are identified with A, B, C, D and
E as the part powder type and H and L representing the 1400°C and 1000°C sintering regime respectively

Compensated Sintered Max Sintering
Green Mass (g)
Temperature (°C)
Type
Mass
(g)
Type A ○●●
0.455
0.456
1000
Type A ○●●
0.441
0.447
1400
Type B ○○●
0.460
0.461
1000
Type B ○○●
0.456
0.455
1400
Type C ○●○
0.390
0.391
1000
Type C ○●○
0.386
0.393
1400
Type D ●○●
0.380
0.404
1000
Type D ●○●
0.443
0.450
1400
Type E ●●○
0.377
0.377
1000
Type E ●●○
0.364
0.380
1400

AC

CE

PT

Name
CT-AL
CT-AH
CT-BL
CT-BH
CT-CL
CT-CH
CT-DL
CT-DH
CT-EL
CT-EH

Powder

ED

Sample

2.4.1

Micro-scale Computed Tomography Method

The CT scanning (Xradia 520 Versa, Zeiss, USA) was performed using the same
parameters (see Table 4) for both the green and sintered parts. Due to operator error, samples
CT-CL and CT-CH, while in the green state, were scanned at 3.716µm. CT-CL and CT-CH in
the sintered state and all other samples were scanned at 3.807µm. This difference in voxel size
was accounted for in subsequent analysis. Reconstruction was completed using the Zeiss
13
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Reconstruction software to produce gray-scale 16-bit images. Subsequent image processing of
was performed using ImageJ. A single set of byte scaling factors were applied to normalize the
16-bit intensity values to an 8-bit range. Then, an edge preserving bilateral filter was applied
(spatial radius of 2 voxels and intensity range of 50) to normalize the noise in the reconstructed
images. Details on part alignment are described in the associated Data in Brief.

IP

CR

Value
10W
120kV
HE1
4x lens
1.5s
1201
2
3.8µm

US

Parameter
Source power
X-ray energy
Filter
X-ray optic
Exposure time
Number of projections
Binning level
Voxel size (approximate)

T

Table 4: Scout-and-Scan settings used for CT scanning

AN

Segmentation of CT images was done using the sample mass and material density. Based
on titanium density value of 4.506g/cm3, the segmented sample volumes were multiplied by the

M

density to obtain the sample mass. The mass was assumed to be 97 %wt and 100 %wt titanium
for the green and sintered parts respectively. Due to the significantly lower attenuation value of

ED

PVA, the PVA was not visible in any of the gray-scale images. Thresholding values of 138 and
143 were found for the green and sintered parts respectively. Figure 4 shows a gray-scale slice of

AC

CE

PT

the CT-AH ○●● green part and corresponding segmented image.

Figure 4: Gray-scale (left) and segmented image (right) of a slice of the CT-AH ○●● green part
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2.4.2

Region of Interest Position and Size

For this work, the CT analysis was performed on a single replicate of each of the powder
Types A ○●●, B ○○●, C ○●○, D ●○● and E ●●○ at 1400°C (H) and 1000°C (L) sintering
regime respectively. Analysis of the CT image sets consisted of finding relative density, particle
size, pore size and sinter neck size. All values were found on a per-layer basis, with the average

T

giving the overall value for the entire part. It was determined to be unfeasible to analyze the

IP

entirety of each sample, therefore, a 1.25mm x 1.25mm x 2.25mm ROI was used for the green

CR

samples. The sensitivity to ROI size and location is presented in the associated Data in Brief,
with deviations of under 1%, which were deemed acceptable. The ROIs were scaled equal to the
amount of shrinkage seen in each sample after sintering to capture the same particles in the

US

analysis. The long axis of the ROI was aligned parallel to the build direction (Z axis) to be able
to better capture a larger number of layers in the analysis. The relative density was calculated by

Pore Size, Particle Size, and Sinter Neck Size Calculation

M

2.4.3

AN

comparing the area of the particle space (found by segmentation), to that of the overall layer.

Pore size was found by segmenting the 3D pore volume into individual pores respectively,

ED

using the watershed-based technique of pore network extraction, first described in [49]. The
resulting networks contained pore diameter, volume, and position, as well as the diameter of

PT

constrictions (throats) between neighboring pores. Pore diameters were calculated as the
maximal inscribed sphere, and throat diameters were calculated as the size of the largest sphere

CE

that could travel between neighboring pores. Particle size was found through the same means as
was used to find pore size, but with the reverse segmentation of the domain being used. Sinter

AC

neck diameter was found by analyzing the measured constriction diameters in the resulting
particle networks. An unexpected result was that sinter necks of 0-40 µm range were measured
for samples in the green state, when no such necks would have had the chance to form. These
necks were measured because the air-gap between two merely touching spheres stays within 2
voxels for a considerable fraction of the particle height, and therefore could easily be improperly
segmented into a sinter neck. Any sinter neck measurements below 50 µm should be treated as
unreliable, as air gaps of less than 2 voxels often get lost in the segmentation process. Therefore,
only qualitative sinter neck analysis was reported.
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2.5

Statistical analysis

A differential scanning peak-finding algorithm was used to detect all peaks and valleys for
all Z axis relative density plots. Each dataset was traversed and all points with zero relative
density change along Z were identified. Points which were within 6.25% full-scale of the mean
of the dataset were discarded. All minima above the mean of the data set and all maxima below

T

the mean of the dataset were discarded. The local maxima were further filtered by only selecting

IP

maxima with the largest local value within two minima and vice-versa for local minima. The

Results and Discussion

US

3

CR

remaining maxima and minima were considered valid peaks and valleys within the dataset.

Quantitative sinter neck size results were found to be unreliable at the scanning resolution

AN

chosen for this study; in this context, a qualitative analysis of sinter necks is presented based on
representative CT images. Quantitative results are only presented for porosity, pore size and

M

effective particle size. Samples were sintered at both high (H) and low (L) temperatures to be
able to see the combined effects of powder size and the two main groups of sintering

ED

mechanisms (densifying and non-densifying). An example of the overall reconstruction for CT-

AC

CE

PT

AL○●● before and after sintering is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 Orthogonal view comparison between sample CT-AL○●● in the green (left) and sintered
(right) state, for a non-densifying sintering regime (up to 1000 °C)
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3.1

Overall Relative Density

The bulk porosity results of the samples in both the green and sintered state are
summarized in Table 5. All samples of the same powder type show essentially the same green
density apart from samples CT-DH ●○● and CT-DL ●○●, which have a difference in green
density of 4.9%. This difference is likely due to inconsistencies either in the actual powder

T

distribution that makes up the respective parts or in the printing process by way of inconsistent

IP

spreading or jetting. The general trend seen with the samples is that as the average particle size
decreases, so does the green density. Powder Type B ○○● gives samples with the highest green

CR

density, followed by Type A ○●●, Type D ●○●, Type C○●○ and finally by Type E ●●○, giving
the lowest green density. This trend is likely due to the number of contact points in the various

US

powder systems and compaction forces during printing. Since all of the parts were printed on the
same system with the same settings, all of the parts would have undergone the same applied

AN

compaction forces during printing. However, due to the variation in powder sizes, the friction
and inter-particle electrostatic forces in the different powder systems are not the same. Powder

M

systems with smaller particles have more contact points, making the powder more resistive to
applied forces due to friction as well as being more susceptible to electrostatic forces [17,37,40].

ED

Therefore, with the same applied compaction forces (in this case from a roller on the 310Plus
system), but with larger friction forces, it was expected that the powder systems with smaller

PT

particles would see lower green density levels. The trend seen from these results is similar to that
seen in other works [9,17,50]. These results are not indicative of the maximum achievable green

CE

density for each powder type since powder spreading was not optimized for each powder type.

AC

Table 5: Summary of the bulk densities of the CT sample ROIs in the green and sintered state

Sample
Name
CT-AL ○●●
CT-AH ○●●
CT-BL ○○●
CT-BH ○○●
CT-CL ○●○
CT-CH ○●○
CT-DL ●○●
CT-DH ●○●
CT-EL ●●○
CT-EH ●●○

Green Density
(%)
54.8
54.4
58.3
57.6
49.6
47.9
48.1
53.0
45.5
45.9

Sintered Density
(%)
57.7
64.6
59.1
71.5
53.5
70.5
60.3
84.6
57.2
82.7
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Density Change
(%)
2.9
10.2
0.8
13.9
3.9
22.6
12.2
31.6
11.7
36.8
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As expected, the parts sintered at 1000°C underwent significantly less densification
compared to the parts sintered at 1400°C. It was expected that the samples sintered at 1000°C
would only undergo non-densification sintering and therefore have a maximum shrinkage of
around 3%. It was also expected that the parts sintered at the lower temperature would remain in
the initial stage of sintering where only non-densifying sintering occurs. From the CT results, it
can be seen that this is only true for samples CT-AL ○●●, CT-BL ○○● and CT-CL ○●○, which

T

showed shrinkage levels of 2.9%, 0.8% and 3.9% respectively. For these samples, the sinter

IP

necks generally appeared to stay below the 1/3 the particle diameter threshold, as shown in

CR

Figure 6. Based on sinter neck size and the level of density change, all three of the samples

ED

M

AN

US

remained within the initial stage of sintering, and only underwent non-densifying sintering.

PT

Figure 6: XZ plane cross-section images from reconstructed CT data of samples (a) CT-AL ○●●,
(b) CT-BL ○○●, and (c) CT-CL ○●○ in the sintered state showing a qualitative view of the sample
sinter necks between particles in the ROI

CE

As discussed earlier, the energy required for sintering decreases exponentially with
particle size, for both densification and non-densification sintering. This expected trend is

AC

confirmed for the shrinkage levels seen in the samples with CT-BL ○○● showing the lowest and
CT-CL ○●○ the highest level of densification of the parts that underwent only non-densifying
sintering. The minimal density changes of samples CT-AL ○●●, CT-BL ○○● and CT-CL ○●○
demonstrate that the titanium parts can be sintered with minimal dimensional change but still
have sinter necks large enough to be distinguished within the powder system. A minimum
dimensional change during sintering means less dimensional compensation of the part size
during printing. If the green part density can be made high enough to be suitable for a specific
application, the parts could be sintered at this lower temperature, minimizing need for any form
of dimensional compensation.
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Both CT-DL ●○● and CT-EL ●●○ samples showed significant levels of densification of
12.2% and 11.7% when sintered at 1000°C, indicating the parts underwent densification
sintering. This higher level of shrinkage is due to the addition of the fine particles (0-45µm) that
require significantly less energy for sintering. Based on the sinter neck sizes of the samples,
shown in Figure 7, the sample appears to have undergone both densifying and non-densifying
sintering, but with each localized to the fine (0-45µm) and larger (45-106µm and 106-150µm)

T

particles groups respectively. From Figure 7, the sinter necks between the larger particles is

IP

comparable to those seen in samples CT-AL ○●●, CT-BL ○○● and CT-CL ○●○, indicating only

CR

non-densifying sintering. The relative size of the sinter necks seen between the smaller particles
is significantly larger. Most of the particles show sinter necks larger than the 1/3 diameter ratio,

US

indicating they have progressed, at least locally, into the intermediate sintering stage where
significant densification occurs. This indicates that the majority of the shrinkage seen in the

CE

PT

ED

M

AN

sample was caused by the smaller particles which undergo densifying sintering even at 1000°C.

AC

Figure 7: XZ plane cross-section images from reconstructed CT data of samples (a) CT-DL ●○●,
and (b) CT-EL ●●○ in the sintered state showing a qualitative view of the sample sinter necks
between particles in the ROI

The sinter results seen for CT-DL ●○● and CT-EL ●●○ are important for two reasons.
First, any addition of very fine particles can cause unanticipated levels of shrinkage. The
blending of large and very fine particles is theoretically, if powders are optimally spread, a
suitable means of achieving high green density [9,50]. However, this may be detrimental if the
intent is to have minimal shrinkage after sintering. Secondly, the addition of fine particles allows
for sintering at comparatively low temperatures due to their lower activation energy. This
enables for a more economical sintering with similar densification results, as low-temperature
furnaces are more common and less expensive than similarly sized high-temperature ones.
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The parts sintered at 1400°C underwent much higher levels of shrinkage during sintering.
All of the parts underwent signification levels of shrinkage, indicating that densification sintering
mechanisms were dominant. Similar to sintering at 1000°C however, there were two distinct
groups of parts based on the amount of shrinkage seen. Samples CT-AH ○●●, CT-BH ○○● and
CT-CH ○●○ had densification values of 10.2%, 13.9% and 22.6% respectively, while samples
CT-DH ●○● and CT-EH ●●○ had densification values of 31.6% and 38.6%. The 1400°C

T

sintering treatment brought samples CT-AH ○●●, CT-BH ○○● and CT-CH ○●○ either close to,

IP

or just above the 70% theoretical density threshold that indicates the samples progressed into the

CR

intermediate stage of sintering. This is also indicated by the sinter necks of the samples, shown in

ED

M

AN

US

Figure 8, that are generally in the range of 1/3 to 1/2 the particle diameter.

PT

Figure 8: XZ plane cross-section images from reconstructed CT data of samples (a) CT-AH ○●●,
(b) CT-BH ○○●, and (c) CT-CH ○●○ in the sintered state showing a qualitative view of the sample
sinter necks between particles in the ROI

CE

Even though all of the samples (CT-AH ○●●, CT-BH ○○● and CT-CH ○●○) had similar
final densities, sample CT-CH ○●○ shrunk considerably more than both CT-AH ○●● and CT-

AC

BH ○○●, having nearly double the shrinkage. This substantial increase in densification is due to
the higher driving force for sintering seen for the 45-106 µm particles. This demonstrates that
using smaller, but not necessarily ultra-fine, powder still gives tangible improvements in terms of
densification. In addition, due to the smaller particle size, the Type C ○●○ powder can give
better surface finish and feature resolution compared to the type A and B powders. Generally, the
use of the Type C ○●○ powder can be beneficial if trying to achieve higher density, but
potentially detrimental if trying to reduce shrinkage. To obtain any real benefit with the Type C
○●○ powder, the green density of the parts needs to be higher otherwise the sample will simply
undergo more shrinkage to achieve a similar final density.
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One unexpected aspect of the sinter results is that sample CT-BH ○○● shrunk somewhat
more than CT-AH ○●●, even though CT-BH ○○● had the largest particle size composition. One
reason for this could be due to the difference in green density and therefore the number of
contact points in each powder system. From a qualitative view of cross-sections from samples
CT-AH ○●● and CT-BH ○○● in the green state, see Figure 9, it appears that more of the
particles in CT-BH ○○● are in direct contact with each other, compared to CT-AH ○●● where

T

many of the particles have a slight gap between them, and hence no true contact points. As

IP

discussed earlier, a major driving force for sintering is the curvature of the particle system, which

CR

only exists if there are contact points. This difference in contact points and driving force for
sintering could explain the difference in shrinkage results. However, one would expect that since

US

Type B ○○● powder had higher levels of shrinkage when sintered at 1400°C, it would also see it
at 1000°C, which is not the case. It could be that the Type B ○○● powder was able to take

AN

advantage of the larger driving force when sintered at 1400°C but not at 1000°C. It should be
noted that the difference in density could simply be attributed to the specific ROI that was

AC

CE
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M

sampled or variation in the samples themselves.

Figure 9: XZ plane cross-section images from reconstructed CT data of samples (a) CT- AH ○●●
and (b) CT-BH ○○● in the green state showing a qualitative view of the sample contact points
between particles in the ROI

Samples CT-DH ●○● and CT-EH ●●○ make up the second group and were sintered well
past the 70% theoretical density threshold expected for this sintering regime, with considerably
more densification than the other samples. These results were generally expected due to the
higher driving force seen in the finer (0-45 µm) particles. While the parts as a whole did not
technically enter into the final phase of sintering, localized areas within the samples did. This
was confirmed with subsequent density analysis done as a function of height and shown later on.
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Even without the image analysis, the localized density differences are large enough that they can
be seen visually in Figure 10, where areas that had high concentrations of the finer particles are
now almost fully dense. Areas occupied by the larger particles still have more significant
amounts of remaining porosity. In addition, the individual small particles in these regions are
indistinguishable from each other. This indicates that the sinter necks are larger than the 1/2
particle diameter threshold, also indicating the final stage of sintering. The results from the CT

T

analysis indicate that if the 0-45 µm powder can be successfully printed on its own, it is likely

IP

that parts could be sintered into the 90% dense range. It is important to note that the high density

CR

that was achieved came at a cost of large levels of shrinkage. While samples CT-DH ●○● and

ED

M

AN

US

CT-EH ●●○ achieved the highest final density, they also had the lowest green densities.

Relation between Density and Localized Particle Distribution

CE

3.2

PT

Figure 10: XZ plane cross-section images from reconstructed CT data of samples (a) CT-DH ●○● and (b) CT-EH ●●○ in
the sintered state showing a qualitative view of the sample sinter necks between particles in the ROI

From the relative bulk density analysis above, samples were categorized into two groups

AC

based on sintering behavior, the first group having samples with powder Type A ○●●, B ○○●,
and C ○●○, and the second group with powders Type D ●○●, and E ●●○.
As a representative behavior for parts in the first category, the part density and particle
distribution maps for the Type B ○○● samples are shown in Figure 11 for a 1.25mm x 1.25mm x
2.25mm xyz ROI in the green and sintered states for both densifying (H) and non-densifying (L)
regimes; Type A ○●● and C ○●○ shown in Data in Brief. The green and sintered density for
both densifying (Figure 11a-i) and non-densifying (Figure 11a-ii) regimes show fluctuations with
a period equivalent to the layer thickness (150 µm). For the densifying regime, (Figure 11a-i),
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the relative density simply shifts to a higher average value after sintering without significant
dampening of fluctuations, while for the non-densifying regime, (Figure 11a-ii), there is virtually
no visible change in the density profile. The particle size distribution throughout Type B ○○●
parts is consistent between the green states shown in Figure 11 (b-i, b-ii) and sintered states
(Figure 11c-i, c-ii). However, for the densifying regime, most of the particles < 50 µm present in
the green state (Figure 11b-i), do not appear in the sintered state (Figure 11c-i), as these particles

T

likely progressed through densification sintering. There is an oscillation between zones with

IP

higher presence of larger particles and zones with smaller particles along the z-axis. The particles

CR

maps, correlated with the density profiles, show that the areas with more of the larger particles
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have a higher density, while those with more of the smaller particles have a lower density.
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Figure 11: Density and particle size as a function of height for the Type B ○○● powder samples in the green and sintered
state for densifying (H) and non-densifying (L) regimes. (a-i) relative density of the part before and after sintering for
densifying (H) sintering and (a-ii) non-densifying sintering (H) respectively. (b-i, ii) and (c-i, cii) is the particle size (µm)
and the corresponding volume fraction (mm3) belonging to each particle size per CT layer for the green and sintered
states respectively.

The effects of regions of small and large particles segregation are even more explicit in the
Type D ●○● and Type E ●●○ powder samples, with the representative results for the CT-EH
●●○ sample in its green state shown in Figure 12. Upon closer inspection of this representative

IP
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figure, it can be seen that in the green state of parts using Type E ●●○ powders, there are distinct
periodic areas along the Z axis with a concentration of fine particles and almost a complete lack

CR

of the larger particles, followed by a segment of segregated large particles. This sequence of
zones of small and large particle agglomerations is consistent throughout the entire part ROI.
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This periodicity in the green part is expected to result in distinct non-homogeneity after sintering.

Figure 12: Particle map for sample CT-EH ●●○ in the green state, with highlighted 150 µm (layer thickness) segments
indicating all the possible cases of particle segregation with respect to location within the layer

AC

The relative density and particle size maps of Type D ●○● samples in the green state and
sintered (densifying and non-densifying) state as shown in Figure 13. It can be observed that the
density of the parts follows a periodic fluctuation, with the highest density corresponding to
areas with larger particles and the lowest density to zones with the smaller particles. Data
registration of particle size maps with part density along the z-axis in the sintered state was more
difficult to achieve, however the density followed the same periodic trend. A similar trend is
seen in Type E ●●○ samples showcased in the Data in Brief.
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Figure 13: Density and particle size as a function of height for the Type D ●○● powder samples in the green and sintered
state for densifying (H) and non-densifying (L) regimes. (a-i) relative density of the part before and after sintering for
densifying (H) sintering and (a-ii) non-densifying sintering (H) respectively. (b-i, ii) and (c-i, cii) is the particle size (µm)
and the corresponding volume fraction (mm3) belonging to each particle size per CT layer for the green and sintered
states respectively.

Due to the consistent periodic nature of particle size segregation, and the fact that
segregation only occurs in the Z axis, the effect undoubtedly is caused by and during the printing
process. Particle segregation occurred more drastically in blends containing the 0-45 µm powder.
One cause may be that particle blends were not properly homogenized before printing, and that
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carried over into the build bed. A lack of homogenization of the bulk powder, however, does not
explain the periodic nature of the variation, nor the orientation with respect to the build direction.
Another probable explanation for the particle segregation effect is due to the compaction
process during powder spreading. When the counter-rotating roller passes over the build bed, the
larger particles are inherently forced down into the powder bed. This could potentially displace

T

the smaller particles, causing the stratification in particle size. Even with particles being pushed

IP

in, either by the roller or the previous layer resisting compaction, the particles cannot displace

CR

the entire layer, only a fraction of it. One would then expect to still see a relatively homogeneous
mix of large and small particles, which is not the case in the observed samples.

US

Another cause of the particle segregation is the dynamics of spreading. Due to the
counter-rotating roller, the powder is highly agitated as it is spread. While the spreading time is

AN

relatively short, the distance over which the powder needs to segregate during spreading is quite
small, of a similar order of magnitude as the layer thickness. This could reasonably allow the

M

powder to segregate during spreading. This aspect should be investigated further to determine

ED

whether the segregation is only caused by the spreading mechanism.
Another viable cause of particle segregation could be attributed to liquid jetting. When
binder is jetted from the print head, it impacts the powder surface at high velocity. The droplet

PT

impact and fluid imbibition could provide enough force to dislodge smaller particles downward.

CE

In this study, a thermal inkjet HP10 print head with a droplet size of 10-80 pL was used. In-depth
studies of the interaction between the liquid binder and powder substrates as a function of
powder size [51,52] focused on predicting or observing liquid infiltration, rather than on particle

AC

migration due to liquid interactions. Droplet kinetics and gravity have been assumed negligible
for a ~54 µm droplet size (~80 pL) [51] to simplify modeling of fluid imbibition. In light of the
current observations, a more careful consideration of these assumptions should be considered.
A final proposed cause of the fine particle segregation is due to fine particles preferentially
sticking to the wet surface of the previously wetted layer during spreading. As a powder front
precedes the roller before the roller is overtop of the wetted area, finer particles may
preferentially adhere to the wet substrate ahead of the roller compacting the powder layer. This
could cause a non-uniform buildup of the finer particles the bottom of the layer, causing the
26
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effective particle segregation. While this would explain a build-up of smaller particles at the
layer interfaces, it still does not fully explain the particle segregation within the spread layers.
Regardless of the root cause, this segregation between the large and small particles types
goes towards explaining the shift in the density profiles for all of the powder samples, as
discussed later. This phenomenon will be the focus of a future study, where the authors look to

T

decouple the effects of the powder spreading mechanism and liquid permeation on the powder

IP

size intra and inter-layer segregation. A visualization of such a segregation is seen in Figure 14,
for a Type D ●○● green part and a Type B ○○● green part respectively. The particle segregation
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for Type D ●○● is visible, with a distinct sequence of larger and smaller particle regions.

Figure 14 Particle segregation along the build direction for Type D ●○● and Type B ○○● green
parts respectively. The scale shows the color binning for the particle size (µm).

Localized Relative Density

CE

3.3

AC

From the CT scan data, all parts were found have the density fluctuating with a spatial
period equivalent to the layer thickness of 150 µm. Though all samples followed this trend, there
were two distinct groups. Parts from powder Type A ○●●, Type B ○○● and Type C ○●○ showed
lower relative density amplitude changes while those made with Type D ●○● and Type E ●●○
showed higher relative density amplitude fluctuations. The average amplitude of the density
fluctuation is summarized in Table 6. It is important to note that neither densifying nor nondensifying sintering methods eliminated the fluctuation in density, resulting in parts with
anisotropic properties. Even though the anisotropy is present, the density fluctuation is relatively
small for the first group of samples, meaning the difference in properties is also relatively small.
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The second group of samples, Type D ●○● and Type E ●●○, show a higher amplitude of
the density profile. This difference in densification is due the observed segregation of the smaller
and larger particles and the corresponding difference in contact points and driving force for
sintering. With more contact points and generally a higher driving force for sintering in areas
with the larger number of fine particles, densification should preferentially occur there. As the
areas with the fine particles densify, the adjacent larger particles will be pulled into those areas

T

as well, potentially breaking sinter necks or contact points between the larger particles that sinter

IP

at comparatively slower rates. This effect, if present, is likely only significant with the powder

CR

types with finer particles since they sinter at significantly lower temperatures, allowing necks
and shrinkage to occur before the larger particles can sinter to any appreciable amount.
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Green Density Green Density
Green Density
Sintered Density
Mean High
Mean Low
Fluctuation Range
Mean High
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
60.1 ± 2.9
48.9 ± 3.0
64.4 ± 3.2
11.2
61.9 ± 3.3
47.1 ± 3.2
71.3 ± 3.1
14.8
61.3 ± 1.3
55.4 ± 1.7
62.0 ± 1.5
5.8
61.1 ± 1.6
54.0 ± 1.4
74.8 ± 1.8
7.1
54.6 ± 3.3
45.6 ± 1.9
58.8 ± 2.8
8.9
53.2 ± 3.0
43.7 ± 1.5
75.9 ± 2.9
9.5
55.4 ± 5.4
39.1 ± 6.7
74.6 ± 6.8
16.2
64.0 ± 4.6
39.3 ± 8.4
91.8 ± 2.8
24.7
62.9 ± 5.5
28.9 ± 4.4
73.4 ± 5.2
34.0
54.5 ±7.1
37.3 ± 5.0
92.9 ± 1.7
17.2

Sintered Density Sintered Density
Mean Low
Fluctuation Range
(%)
(%)
50.4 ± 2.9
14.0
57.6 ± 3.1
13.7
55.6 ± 1.5
6.4
68.0 ± 1.3
6.8
49.8 ± 1.5
9.0
65.6 ± 1.7
10.2
41.8 ± 4.0
32.9
74.9 ± 4.5
16.9
40.9 ± 5.9
32.5
68.8 ± 3.8
24.1
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Sample
Name
CT-AL ○●●
CT-AH ○●●
CT-BL ○○●
CT-BH ○○●
CT-CL ○●○
CT-CH ○●○
CT-DL ●○●
CT-DH ●○●
CT-EL ●●○
CT-EH ●●○

US

Table 6: Summary of the mean high and mean low relative density ranges for the samples in both
the green and sintered state, in densifying sintering (H) and non-densifying sintering (L) regimes

Overall Effective Particle Size

AC

While effective particle size cannot be used to directly identify specific part properties, it is
indicative as to the degree of sintering that occurred within the parts. If a part is sintered at low
temperatures, and minimal densification and neck formation occurs, then there should also be a
minimal change in detected particle size via CT after sintering. If sintered at high temperatures,
there should be a larger change in measured particle size as necks grow and particles converge
together. The mean particle sizes measured using CT for the parts in both the green and sintered
state are summarized in Table 7. The corresponding histogram plots for particle size distributions
for powder Type A ○●●, C○●○, and E ●●○ are illustrated in the Data in Brief. Representative
histograms for Type B ○○● and Type D ●○● are shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16 respectively.
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Mean Particle Size (µm)
Green
Sintered
Change
55.4
55.6
0.2
60.4
67.5
7.1
82.7
81.8
-0.9
82.1
90.8
8.7
54.7
53.8
-0.9
54.5
68.3
13.8
27.0
31.2
4.2
28.8
78.9
50.1
27.5
35.3
7.8
28.9
72.4
43.5

US

CR

IP

Sample Name
CT-AL ○●●
CT-AH ○●●
CT-BL ○○●
CT-BH ○○●
CT-CL ○●○
CT-CH ○●○
CT-DL ●○●
CT-DH ●○●
CT-EL ●●○
CT-EH ●●○

T

Table 7: Summary of sample mean effective particle sizes in the green and sintered state for
densifying (H) and non-densifying (L) regimes

Similar to the results seen for porosity, the parts can be grouped based on the sintering
temperature and whether fine particles were added into the powder mixture. The parts with only

AN

larger particles and sintered at 1000°C (CT-AL ○●●, CT-BL ○○● and CT-CL ○●○), with the
representative Figure 15(b) showing the Type B ○○● powder samples sintered at low 1000 °C

M

temperature (CT-BL ○○●), had effectively no change in mean particle size, as was expected.

ED

This was due to the limited neck formation and minimal densification. Parts with the same
powder types but sintered at 1400°C (CT-AH ○●●, CT-BH ○○● and CT-CH ○●○) had a more

PT

significant change in mean effective particle size, due to the more significant neck formation

AC

CE

seen in these parts. A representative behavior is shown in Figure 15(a) for CT-BH ○○●.

Figure 15: Overall particle size histogram of the Type B ○○● powder samples in the green and
sintered state for (a) densifying (H) and (b) non-densifying (L) regimes

The parts produced using powder types containing the smallest particle range (0-45 µm)
had a more significant increase in effective particle size detected after sintering compared to
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those comprised of only larger particles. Even the samples sintered at 1000°C (CT-DL ●○● and
CT-EL ●●○), were found to have a larger proportional increase in particle size, with the
representative Type D ●○● powder sown in Figure 16 (b). This is due to the proportionally
larger sinter necks seen with the smaller particles even when sintered at the lower temperatures.
Parts sintered at 1400°C (CT-DH ●○● and CT-EH ●●○) have a larger change in mean particle
size, with the value nearly doubling, with the representative Type D ●○● sown in Figure 16 (a).

T

The substantial change is due to the small particles entering the final stage of sintering with

IP

localized areas becoming nearly fully dense, thus measured as larger particles, contributing to an

CR

increase in the mean particle size. The areas of near full density remove the contribution of the

ED

M

AN

US

finer particles to the overall measured distribution.

Overall Effective Pore Size

CE

3.5

PT

Figure 16: Overall particle size histogram of the Type D ●○● powder samples in the green and
sintered state for (a) densifying (H) and (b) non-densifying (L) regimes

The mean pore size results of the samples in both the green and sintered state are
summarized in Table 8. Similarly, the samples can be split into two groups.

AC

Table 8: Summary of sample mean pore sizes in the green and sintered state for densifying (H) and
non-densifying (L) regimes

Sample Name
CT-AL ○●●
CT-AH ○●●
CT-BL ○○●
CT-BH ○○●
CT-CL ○●○
CT-CH ○●○
CT-DH ●○●
CT-DL ●○●

Mean Pore size (µm)
Green
Sintered
Change
38.8
37.8
-1.0
42.6
40.0
-2.6
45.4
44.2
-1.2
46.0
37.6
-8.4
40.5
38.3
-2.2
42.6
36.5
-6.1
29.7
24.6
-5.1
31.7
29.1
-2.6
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CT-EL ●●○
CT-EH ●●○

30.1
31.4

27.8
25.2

-2.3
-6.2

Samples made from powders Type A ○●●, B ○○● and C ○●○ all show a single mode
distribution of pore size, with a peak ~ 40µm. The corresponding histogram plots for the pore
sizes distributions of Type A ○●● and C ○●○ are illustrated in the Data in Brief. Samples
sintered at 1000°C had effectively no change in pore size and number of pores after sintering,

T

with Type B ○○● shown in Figure 17 (b). Since these parts predominantly remained in the initial

IP

sintering stage, neck sizes are comparatively small, meaning the pore sizes would not be affected

CR

significantly. Samples in this category sintered at 1400°C had a larger decrease in pore size and
pore count, though the change is still relatively small, with a representative behavior shown for

PT

ED

M

AN

US

Type B ○○● in Figure 17 (a).

CE

Figure 17 Overall pore size histogram of the Type B ○○● powder samples in the green and sintered
state for (a) densifying (H) and (b) non-densifying (L) regimes

Samples made with powder Types D ●○● and E ●●○, show a bimodal pore size

AC

distribution. This can be seen for the Type D ●○● powder samples in Figure 18, with peaks
around 10µm and 40µm. The corresponding histogram plots for the pore sizes distributions of
Type E ●●○ are illustrated in the Data in Brief. It should be noted that due to the voxel size used
during scanning, only pores with a diameter of 10µm or larger can be reliably detected. Samples
in the second group sintered at 1400°C (CT-DH ●○●, CT-EH ●●○) show a significant change in
pore distribution, with a significant portion of the larger pores being lost, as seen in Figure 18
(a). This is likely due to the more significant levels of shrinkage seen with these parts compared
to the other category of samples, supporting the idea that small particles enter the final stage of
sintering.
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CR

Figure 18 Overall pore size histogram of the Type D ●○● powder samples in the green and sintered
state for (a) densifying (H) and (b) non-densifying (L) regimes

US

Pore elimination, and therefore a substantial change in pore size, only occurs in the final
stage of sintering [36]. The parts as a whole remained within the intermediate stage of sintering

AN

meaning only the general pore network structure was altered. As discussed earlier the pore
network is still interconnected, but becomes more tubular during the intermediate stage as sinter

M

necks grow. While this does change the general structure, it had a minimal effect on the actual
pore diameters [37]. For a more substantial change in pore size to be seen, parts would have to

Sinter Neck Size

PT

3.6

ED

progress further into the final stage of sintering where pores are isolated and eliminated.

Due to the voxel size the parts were scanned at, sinter neck sizes below 50µm could not be

CE

reliably detected, and cannot be used in calculations for sinter neck statistics. This is problematic
since the sinter necks are expected to be significantly small, especially for the blends containing

AC

the finer particles (0-45µm). It was decided that, due to the large gap in reliable measurements,
only a qualitative inspection of sinter necks from cross-sections of the CT data would be made.

4

Conclusion
The first conclusion that can be made as part of the sinter structure analysis is that CT is a

viable and useful technique for measuring the properties of BJAM parts. The results from the CT
analysis showed both bulk properties as well as properties on a per-layer basis, in both the green
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and sintered state. While there was a limitation on measuring sinter necks and pores below 50
µm and 10 µm respectively, the method provided insightful sinter structure information.
The second conclusion that can be made is that the addition of finer particles improves the
bulk density of sintered parts, but at the cost of higher levels of shrinkage. The addition of finer
particles decreases green part density, but the higher driving force for sintering compensates for

T

this, allowing the parts to achieve fairly high density levels, around 85%. The large amount of

IP

shrinkage seen with these parts, on the order of 40%, would make it difficult to create

CR

compensation values for small, complex features.

The third conclusion that can be made is that the BJAM parts have high levels of density

US

variation through the build height. Parts made with the larger powder blends (Types A ○●●, B
○○● and C ○●○) showed the least amount of green density variation, approximately ± 8%

AN

around the mean. Parts made with the fine powder blends (Types D ●○● and E ●●○) show very
high levels of density fluctuations with green density fluctuating approximately ± 20% around

M

the mean. This high level of fluctuation in density means that although parts with the finer

ED

particles have a higher sintered bulk density, they result in higher levels of anisotropy.
The fourth conclusion that can be made is that segregation of particles occurs during the
printing process. The possible causes of this effect are the counter-rotating roller used in the

PT

BJAM system, which causes a significant agitation of the powder as it is being spread, and the

CE

interaction between the liquid binder and the powder. However, the relation between these
causes and the segregation effects requires further exploration to make definitive statements.

AC
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Computed tomography is necessary to evaluate per-layer properties of binder jet
components
Sintering temperature has a significant effect on density outcomes of binder jet
components
Both unimodal and bimodal powder blends produce anisotropic part characteristics
Particle segregation occurs during the printing process and is the likely cause of
anisotropy
Finer particles increase sintered bulk density at the expense of high shrinkage and
anisotropy
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